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### ACROSS

1. Bill Clinton’s veep
2. Gave a leg up
3. Truman’s birthplace
4. borealis
5. Elope
6. —camp: military assistant
7. Start of Tom Turkey’s verse
8. Recon-ide
9. Tiny colonist
10. Trojan hero
11. Madonna’s book
12. Freight
13. Literary monogram
14. Barrel’s partner
15. Tropical eel
16. Zip
17. St. Petersburg’s river
18. Wade through water
19. Penalty fee
20. Barcelona bag
21. Portent
22. More of verse
23. Yoruba city
24. “...go brag!”
25. Summer ermine
26. Dress fold
27. Debt neglecter
28. “Old Blood and Guts”
29. “High ___”: Bogart film
30. Floating bridge
31. Deeds
32. Song refrain
33. Chic
34. Mariah Carey movie
35. Football’s “Papa Bear”
36. Duelist Burr
37. Japanese premier:
38. 1964–1972
40. More of verse
41. Crystal gazer’s phrase
42. One of a Latin trio
43. Hendrix’s “Purple ___”
44. Neural network
45. Sally or Ayn
46. Barbie’s boyfriend
47. Wooden plug
48. Next year’s soph
49. Number of “lords a-leaping”
50. Alabama “Freedom March” city
51. Cheer for Escamillo
52. Weep noisily
53. Harper Valley gp.
54. Shoreline
55. End of verse
56. Most adorable
57. Naha’s island
58. Fringed carriage
59. Grenoble’s department
60. Camping out
61. Budgeteer’s favorite word

### DOWN

1. Dolls’ Broadway partners
2. Approximately
3. Show partisanship
4. A Hemingway
5. Bric-a-___
6. “___” Town
7. Single
8. Aird place
9. Nasal
10. Keep an ___ the ground
11. “Le Roi ___”: Lalo opera
12. Word with den or share
13. Together, in music
14. Western flaptop
15. Rehan and Huxtable
16. “The Bridge of San Luis ___”
17. Pierre’s soul
18. Concur
19. “Tie ___ ribbon round...”
20. Number of “geese a-laying”
21. Ragout
22. Opposite of pros
23. Belligerent god
24. Bonnie’s partner
25. Spur wheel
26. Khan’s title
27. Appearance
28. Swimming or floating
29. Most honorable
30. Fireplace residue
31. Of the soft palate
32. Corseaut, of “The Blob”
33. Merganser
34. Coquette
35. Pitch woo
36. Assign to new quarters
37. British guns
38. NY time, in November
39. Miss Kett’s namesakes
40. Viewpoint
41. Covered with a mist
42. “___” a church mouse
43. On ___: endlessly
44. Famed conductor Georg
45. Man from Nebraska
46. “___: at the office”
47. Preside over
48. Medieval merchant guild
49. Bygone
50. Artist’s need
51. Neap and ebb
52. Israeli port
53. County singer Collin
54. “Look ___”: Chris Brown
55. Prepare for papering
56. For consumption elsewhere
57. Leveling wedge
58. Festive
59. 12 oz.
60. Begins
61. Court grievance
62. Tires
63. Get back one’s losses
64. Not these
65. Wheel part
66. Noted Brit. lexicon
67. Ht. units
68. Italian innkeeper
69. ___and, and terminer
70. Hosiery mishap
71. Spanish labor
72. Hillside dugout
73. Citizen Kane’s “Rosebud”
74. Mystery writer Josephine
75. Rene’s roll-call response
76. Torrid
77. ___ Chi
78. barley beard
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